Peace Prayer for Waring Times
Rejuvenated by the sounds of Divine Melodies,
my mortal mind moves closer to total harmony.
My perception, besieged no longer by the warring conflicts of this world,
I perceive the lessons of Peace,
preached by every leaf, pebble and blade of grass.
Freed from battling antithetical dreams,
I am resolved to live the Divine Accord.
Beneath my favorite toxic tale of pain,
the deeper story is revealed.
Halting the invasion of violent feelings
and personal propaganda that depletes my strength,
my combative approach to life is resolved.
Fear gives way to peace, the need to control yields to Heavenly Guidance.
while imperceptible resolutions become clear.
Answers become apparent as peace rises in the midst of conflict.
Aggression stands down to compassion,
Courageous agreements of peace are made by inspired leaders
allowing paths through disagreement to appear.
Individuals and nations now see new answers and solutions with clarity
through the fogged mist of warring chaos.
I make a truce with the annihilating approach to resolution.
I honestly face my apparent adversary at the Divine Kiosk,
mutually discovering the Truth underlying this synchronistic war.
War between nations gives way to the highest and best for humanity.
Protesting letters turn into love letters.
Anger handled with love and care brings the non-violent approach,
converting emotional explosive bombs into expressions of forgiveness.
In quiet repose to this constructive energetic space of understanding,
there is communications among leaders,
amity between governments and nations,
love and forgiveness amid brothers and sisters, respect for mother Earth.
Happiness and peace is felt within the home.
Gratefully, I behold the glory of God made manifest
in this earthly garden of Eden.
Reinvigorated and in concord with Spirit’s grace,
I surrender my control of the outcome to Universal Love…
And so it is! Rev. Christian

